Preschool Camp 2020

Monday - Friday 8:30a - 12p
Age: 3-5
Location: Martin Luther King Jr. Center

Summer preschool camps are designed for fun and learning. Our teachers are trained in child development and are dedicated to helping children enjoy the discovery of play, learning and social interaction in a safe, positive environment.

WEEK 1 - JUNE 15-18
Dazzling Dinos

Children will dig up dinosaur bones, create fossils and volcanoes, play with dino puppets and learn interesting facts about the creatures.

WEEK 2 - JUNE 17-21
Amazing Science

Children will be amazed by experiments that go fizz, color mixing, walking water and plant science. We will learn about science tools and build our own wizards lab. Hands-on science activities for the curious minds.

WEEK 3 - JUNE 24-28
Outer Space

Let’s climb around a spaceship and visit all the planets in space. Go stargazing with telescopes we build. Learn about moon rocks and aliens. These are a few of the many fun things that will be a part of this fun week.

WEEK 4 - JULY 1-3
Rockin’ Fun Music Camp

Let ready to dance, sing, and use all kinds of musical instruments. Children will be introduced to musical instruments from all around the world. We will make our own instruments, make up songs and learn new dances!

**Upon location arrival look for the yellow flags for your camp location**